
Like a lot of bowhunters, I have a
perfectly good bow case that
no longer fits the bows I shoot.

I wouldn’t mind that the double SKB
case I purchased at Jay’s Sporting
Goods in Grayling, Michigan was too
long, if it was only wide enough to fit
my Bear and Diamond compounds.
So when long-time friend Jim
Velazquez invited me to try one of the
newer Bowfile models from Lake-
wood Products, I readily agreed.

I like the fact that you can open
the case from the top and slip the bow
in with quiver still attached. A top-
opening case is less likely to be
stepped on in a crowded hunting
camp and less likely to pick up leaves
or twigs when you do take it into the
field. When Lakewood owner Steve

Lakewood Products

PHOTO RIGHT: Lakewood President Steve
Wagnitz made a single display model of
the BowFile case, so when he visited buy-
ers for retail stores they could see how the
design accommodates a bow with a
loaded quiver. Now he’s been asked to
supply them as display models for retail-
ers.

PHOTO BELOW: Lakewood Products,
which has a limited marketing budget, got
a nice boost in visibility from BowTech’s
decision to add its logo to the BowFile case
series.

By Tim Dehn
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Wagnitz found out I had one of his lat-
est models, he insisted on sending me
the optional arrow and accessory
cases that fit neatly inside. It’s a classy
way to carry extra bow ammo, my

release and game calls.
That’s probably where it would

have ended, except that Lakewood
cases are sewn at the same Wisconsin
plant that produces The Heater Suit.

After finishing my interviews this
spring with Wagnitz and Tom
Schneider for the July cover story, I
took up the Lakewood president’s
offer to find out how that unique case
line is produced.

Production & Precision
Wagnitz purchased the Lakewood

Products case line a few years ago
because it’s a good fit with what the
experienced team already produces at
the Midwest Textile Manufacturing
Corporation he and a partner head in
Suamico, Wisconsin. There people are
adept at handling tough fabrics for
store banners, trucker log book covers
and road emergency kits. 

Some of their work being done fits
in the mass production category: This
plant creates literally tens of thou-
sands of sports team pendants hung
from ribbons to dress up bars and
restaurants for the football season.
Rolls of other pre-printed fabric are
quickly trimmed, sewn and outfitted
with dowels and hanging cords to
advertise such things as a fast food
restaurant’s specials or a hardware
store’s lawn and garden sales. In
another plant cushion covers are
being sold for trendy Lloyd Flanders
wicker furniture in a rainbow of pat-
terns.

There’s another side to Midwest
Textile that combines carpentry and
construction skills. That’s where hard-
board frames are glued up, painted
and covered in fabric for sports equip-
ment cases. 

Lakewood Products is now the
leading supplier of premium cases for
musky fisherman, in part because the
company has the ability to offer so
many different styles. If cases the
same size were being injection mold-
ed, you’d need truck sized molding
machines using complicated steel
molds or “tooling” that each cost hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars to pro-
duce. When Wagnitz or one of his
musky pro staff members has an idea
for a new case, all they need are some
simple templates to guide the cutting
of the hardboard and an experience
seamstress like Sharon Wenzel who
can help fit it with a durable, pocket-
studded cover. From her work a pat-
tern can be produced to guide the

After drying, the glued up musky case frames are painted in this booth, where fresh air
is drawn past the operator through the vents beyond. The frames were black originally
because that’s how they were being made when the line was acquired. But after an irate
fisherman called to complain his favorite lure had been lost at the bottom of its com-
partment for days, the company switched to high visibility white.

Sharon Wenzel works on the Pedestal Pal musky lure case. The completed sample next
to her has nine interior compartments studded with 30 slots for hooks. A case like this
retails for around $60, while a bigger Musky Monster case is about $140.
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construction of the hundreds or thou-
sands of units that may follow.

Building the frames of hardboard
results in a case durable enough to sit
on, which is exactly what Wagnitz said
many of his customer do. The compa-
ny also makes a Pedestal Pal model
that slips around a boat seat Pedestal,
so you can keep the swivel seat
between you and all those big, sharp
treble hooks.

My bout with musky madness
lasted a single season, which involved
thousands of casts and resulted with
two fish being brought to the boat
side. Wagnitz said he knows Muskie
fisherman who now own 10 or more
Lakewood cases, filled with a fortune
in lures protected and quickly acces-
sible in their compartments.

Lakewood sells ice fishing and
tackle cases for more-rounded fisher-
man as well, though there it has more
competition from molded products
since those cases don’t have to be so
large and the tooling is more afford-
able. 

With the hand labor that goes
into building the frames and sewing
the covers, Midwest prefers to com-
pete in the premium case arena.
That’s doubly true since this is a
“Made In America” operation.
Wagnitz and his co-owner prefer
things that way and they doubt
whether an overseas factory could
keep the tight tolerances that are
needed. Seated in front of sewing
machine or serger, guiding fabric
under the needles, the Wisconsin

workers know they can’t be off by
more than 1/8 of an inch or the cover
may not fit its frame.

“Metroline is the Cadillac of dart
cases,” Wagnitz told me as he showed
me another side of the business.
That’s producing pocket-size to
lunchbox size cases to hold darts and
accessories. Fine darts can cost more
than $100 per set, and under its
Metroline brand the plant makes
cases that will hold up to 10 sets.

PHOTO BELOW: A line of Jim Shockey Signature Series gun cases is now being built at
the Midwest Textile Manufacturing plant in Wisconsin. Next to this sample is a bow case
stitched with a retailer’s name, something available on orders of six or more.

The tempered hardwood that forms the frame of Lakewood ‘s BowFile case is sand-
wiched between galvanized steel bases. Wagnitz figures the 2007 change from the origi-
nal design boosted the product’s impact resistance by about 65 percent.

Circle 278 on Response Card
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When Wagnitz opened a tiger-striped
case for me to photograph, I assumed
the glossy interior had plastic dividers.
Wrong. Just like the larger cases, these
start with crush-proof frames of tem-
pered hardboard that are glued and
then painted.

It’s not too much different in the
section of the plant where bow and
gun cases were being built, except for
the difference in scale. These fabrics
are backed with a closed cell foam
that makes them comfortable to hold
but also has an important secondary
function. Lakewood Cases all float,
reassuring if your customer bumps
one off a duckboat or drops it while
fording a stream. In fact they’ve got
enough floatation to float when
they’re fully loaded with gun or bow.

Bow frames don’t have to be
painted, since they’re covered and

won’t be exposed to water from wet
fishing lures. But they are being rein-
forced in a way the company’s smaller
cases are not. After one of the original
BowFile cases cracked because of
rough treatment by baggage handlers,
Wagnitz modified the design to use a
galvanized steel base. Actually the
bottom now includes twin layers of
steel, with two smaller steel frames
nesting inside a third larger one so the
center divider is anchored all across
the bottom.

Just vibrating in the cargo hold of
an airline can be tough enough to
wear through the fabric of a suitcase
or sport case. Again, Wagnitz modi-

fied the design so an extra reinforcing
layer of ballistic nylon covers the bot-
tom and goes several inches up the
sides. Then he added D-rings,
anchored within the frame, so you can
tie one of these cases to an ATV or
carry it with the aid of a shoulder
strap. He’s now selling 41 and 54 inch
long BowFile cases alone or as a pack-
age that includes the arrow and acces-
sory cases. 

The BowFile set runs about $220
retail, which may bring some sticker
shock to customers comparing it to
all-plastic molded cases. On the other
hand these cases offer something
conventional hard-sided cases can’t:
custom decorating.

A nearby embroidery shop han-
dles the work of decorating the fabric
with elements like the Jim Shockey
Hunting Adventures logo I saw on a
muzzleloading rifle case or the Black
Widow logo Wagnitz showed me on a
take-down bow case. But you don’t
have to be a manufacturer to take
advantage of this custom option. For a
minimum six case order, Lakewood
Products can embroider your store
name on the case.

If you’d like to find out more
about his unique line of sports equip-
ment cases, you can reach Lakewood
Products at 1-800-872-8458. By the
way, that spells out 1-800-US BUILT.

PHOTO BELOW: One of the large
Metroline dart cases built by Midwest
Textile Manufacturing Corporation is
shown here, with its multiple dividers.

Janice Coopman adds egg crate foam padding to a case interior. This one will hold a
takedown recurve bow. A stack of foam arrow holders is at left.
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